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Abstract: Multihoming has been employed by end networks to ensure reliability of internet access. This paper makes two important contributions. First, we present a study of the potential improvements in Internet round-trip times (RTTs) and transfer speeds from employing Multihoming route control. Second, focusing on large enterprises, we propose and evaluate a wide-range of route control mechanisms and evaluate their design trade-offs. The main objective of the project is to implement the Multihoming technique on Route performance benefit using ISP to avoid Congestion. It does not require any modification to Internet routing protocols, and relies solely on end network decisions. We address a number of practical issues such as the usefulness of past history to guide the choice of the best ISP link, the impact of sampling frequency on measurement accuracy, and the overhead of managing performance information for a large number of destinations.
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I. Introduction

MULTIHOMING to multiple Internet Service Providers (ISPs) has traditionally been employed by end-networks to ensure reliability of Internet access. However, over the past few years, multihoming has been increasingly leveraged for improving wide-area network performance, lowering bandwidth costs, and optimizing the way in which upstream links are used. A number of products provide these route control capabilities to large enterprise customers which have their own public AS number and advertise their IP address prefixes to upstream ISPs using BGP [1]. Recognizing that not all enterprises are large enough to warrant BGP peering with ISPs, another class of products extends these advantages to smaller multihomed organizations which do not use BGP [2]. All of these products use a variety of mechanisms and policies for route control but aside from marketing statements, little is known about their quantitative benefits.

We present an in-depth study of the performance benefits of multihoming route control products. Specifically, we seek to address the following two questions:

1) What tangible improvements in Internet performance (e.g., RTTs, throughput) can multihomed end networks expect from route control products?

2) What practical mechanisms must route control products employ to extract the benefits in real deployments?

Note that multihoming route control does not require any modification to Internet routing protocols, and relies solely on end network decisions. Therefore, if our research shows that route control can offer tangible performance improvements in practice; this will imply that good performance can still be extracted from the network by making clever use of available Internet routes. On the other hand, if the improvement is insignificant, this may indicate that there is something fundamentally wrong with routing in the Internet and, to support good performance in the future Internet, we may need to replace the Internet routing protocol suite altogether. To answer the first question, we analyze active probe data collected over the servers in the Akamai content distribution network (CDN) infrastructure [3]. We then compute the potential performance improvements from choosing ISPs from several available options. In general, we use the term \( k \)-multihoming to refer to the setting in which the subscriber network employs ISPs and controls how traffic is sent or received along the ISP links (at the granularity of individual connections). To compute the potential benefits of multihoming, we assume that the multihomed end network has perfect information of the performance of the ISPs at all time instances, and can change the way traffic is routed arbitrarily often. Our analysis of multihoming shows that RTT performance can potentially improve by up to 25% when an end-network connects to two well-chosen ISPs. Similarly, we observe 20% higher transfers speeds from multihoming to two or three ISPs. By studying the composition of the best set of ISPs to
multihome to, we make observations on how an end network must select its ISP to obtain the maximum possible performance benefits.

The second question asks if, and how, the above potential benefits can be realized in practical multihoming scenarios. To this end, we explore several design alternatives for extracting performance benefits from multihoming in practice. Our focus is on enterprise networks with multiple ISP connections. We primarily consider mechanisms used for inbound route control, since enterprises are mainly interested in optimizing network performance for their own clients who download content from the Internet (i.e., sink data)[4]. However, our mechanisms can also be extended to multihomed content provider networks which source more data than they sink.

II. Objective

The aim of the project is to implement the Multihoming technique on Route performance benefit using ISP to avoid Congestion. To quantify the performance improvements from route control and evaluate practical mechanisms and policies for realizing the performance benefits in practice.

1.1 Scope Of The Project

The central theme of our approach is to improve Round Trip Time(RTT) and transfer speeds from employing multihoming route control. Our analysis shows that multihoming to three or more ISPs and cleverly scheduling traffic across the ISPs can improve Internet RTTs and throughputs by up to 25% and 20%, respectively. Focusing on large enterprise to evaluate wide range of route control mechanisms. We show that both passive and active measurement-based techniques are equally effective and could improve the Web response times of enterprise networks by up to 25% on average, compared to using a single ISP.

III. System Study

1 Existing System

We present a study of the potential improvements in Internet round-trip times (RTTs) and transfer speeds from employing multihoming route control. However, over the past few years, multihoming has been increasingly leveraged for improving wide-area network performance, lowering bandwidth costs, and optimizing the way in which upstream links are used. A number of products provide these route control capabilities to large enterprise customers which have their own public AS number and advertise their IP address prefixes to upstream ISPs using BGP recognizing that not all enterprises are large enough to warrant BGP peering with ISPs, another class of products extends these advantages to smaller multihomed organizations which do not use BGP. These products use a variety of mechanisms and policies for route control but aside from marketing statements, little is known about their quantitative benefits.

2.1 Proposed System

We study mechanisms for improving Internet performance of enterprise networks via route control. Several research studies and products have considered other benefits of multihoming route control. In a study closely related to ours, the authors conduct trace-driven experiments to evaluate several design options using a commercial multihoming device. The evaluation focuses on the ability of several algorithms to balance load over multiple broadband-class links to provide service similar to a single higher-bandwidth link. The effectiveness of hash-based link selection (i.e., hashing on packet header fields) in balancing load is comparable to load-based selection[5]. similarly consider various mechanisms for improving the reliability of Web access for DSL clients in.

A PRACTICAL ROUTE CONTROL

1) ISP Multihoming

Buy and use connections from multiple Internet Service Providers (ISPs). The Primary goal is high reliability or availability and Use connections in primary-backup mode. Increasingly used for other goals as Optimizing cost, performance, load balancing.

3.1 Multihoming Issues

Load sharing: How to distribute the traffic over multiple links?
Reliability: If load sharing leads to preferencing links for certain subnets, is reliability reduced?
Address/Aggregation: which subnet addresses should the multihomed customer use and how will this affect its provider’s ability to aggregate routes?

3.2 Route Control Components
By definition, must ensure all transfers traverse “good” ISP links. Operations of route control components are shown in Fig 1. Three key components are:
1. Monitoring ISP links
2. Selecting “good” ISPs
3. Directing traffic over selected ISPs

3.3 Dataflow Diagram

IV. Modules

4.0 Sending the data
The first issue is sending data the right ISP link to direct each transfer is shown in Fig 2. This choice depends on the time-varying performance of each ISP link to each destination being accessed. However, network performance could fluctuate, very substantially on some occasions. A multihomed enterprise, therefore, needs effective mechanisms to monitor the performance for most, if not all, destinations over each of its ISP links. There are two further issues in monitoring performance over ISP links: what to monitor and how. In the enterprise case, one would ideally like to monitor the performance from every possible content provider over each ISP link. However, this may be infeasible in the case of a large enterprise which accesses content from many different sources.
4.1 Validation of ISP

As per fig.3 Data in the middleware are validated before they are transferred to the clients. Validation is carried out by using the empty packets. Empty packets are used to calculate the minimum time. This choice must be made on a per-destination basis at fine time-scales. An important issue is whether historical data about ISP performance to a given destination should be employed. In general, the performance of an ISP to a destination can be tracked using a smoothed, time-weighted estimate of the performance. A simpler, more scalable solution to this problem is to monitor only the most important or popular destinations.

4.2 Selection of best ISP

The best ISP is selected by viewing the minimum packet time using passive measurement algorithm which is shown in fig 4. Passive measurement mechanisms rely on observing the performance of ongoing transfers (i.e., in-band) to destinations, and using these observations as samples for estimating performance over the given ISP. Hence the packet

4.3 Receiving the Data

After the selection of best ISP Data are allowed to pass through that ISP. Data are transmitted by base on active measurement algorithm and it received by the server. In active monitoring, the multihomed enterprise performs out-of-band measurements to or from specific destinations. These measurements. In fig 5 we outline simple techniques to achieve fine-grained control over active or passive probes. Another important factor in monitoring performance is the time interval of monitoring. A long interval between samples implies using stale information to estimate ISP performance. This might result in a suboptimal choice of the ISP link for a particular destination.
V. Implementation Details

5.0 Active Measurements

Require injecting test packets into the network to determine network topology or end-to-end performance of network paths. Better characterize end-user perceived application-quality since they emulate experience of actual end-application traffic using a few test packets. We are using two mechanisms as Frequency Count. We track the number of client requests directed to each destination. Every second, we initiate active probes to destinations with at least a threshold number of requests. Frequency Counts in its simplest form cannot easily track small, short-term shifts in the popularity of the destinations[7]. These new, temporarily-popular destinations may not receive enough requests to exceed the threshold and force performance sampling for them, even though they are popular for a short time. Sliding Window is better at tracking temporal shifts in popularity.

5.1 Passive Measurement

The passive measurement module tracks the performance to destinations of interest by sampling ISP links using Web requests initiated by clients in the enterprise. This module uses new requests to sample an ISP’s performance to a destination if the performance estimate for that ISP is older than the predefined sampling interval[8]. If the module has current performance estimates for all links, then the connection is directed over the best link for the destination. The module maintains a performance hash table keyed by the Destination. A hash table entry holds the current estimates of the performance to the destination via the three ISPs, along with an associated timestamp indicating the last time performance to the destination via the ISP was measured. Once a destination is selected for active probing, the active measurement scheme sends three probes, with different source IP addresses, corresponding to the three ISPs, and waits for the destination to respond.

5.2 Internet Service Provider (ISPs)

This scheme maintains a window of size that contains the most recently accessed destinations. The window is implemented as a fixed size FIFO queue, in which destinations from newly initiated connections are inserted. If this causes the number of elements to exceed, then the oldest in the window is removed. Every seconds (the sampling interval), an active measurement thread scans the window and chooses percentage of the elements at random. After discarding duplicate destinations from this subset, the active-measurement scheme measures the performance to the remaining destinations along the ISPs. The two active schemes offer distinct trade-offs. Notice that both the schemes effectively sample the performance to destinations that are accessed.
more often relative to others. However, there are a few key differences. First, Frequency Counts is deterministic since it works with a reasonably precise set of popular destinations.

5.3 Choosing The Best ISP Per Transfer
Track the average performance of each ISP, per destination and its Smoothed averaging function such as EWMA

\[ \text{EWMA}_t(P,D) = (1-e^{-(t-1)/a}) \times \text{EWMA}_{t-1}(P,D) + e^{-(t-1)/a} \times \text{performance}_t(P,D) \]

\( a > 0 \) ◊ some weight attached to historical samples.

5.4 Multihoming Improvements
To understand benefits of multihoming, we adopt the following simple methodology: For each download, we compare the client perceived turnaround time achieved by using the best ISP among all those available in the city, with that from using the best ISP in a candidate multihoming option. We average this ratio over transfers to all clients, and report the minimum normalized performance metric [9]. We compare only those transactions for which there was a successful transfer over all ISPs at roughly the same time. Let \( M_{\text{best}}(A_i,t) \) denote the best turnaround time for a transfer to \( A_i (i=1,\ldots,68) \) at time \( t \), across all ISPs in a network. For a \( k \)-multihoming option \( OP_k \), let \( M_{OP}(A_i,t) \) be the best turnaround time across ISPs in the set \( OP_k \). Then, the RTT performance benefits from the option \( OP_k \) is

\[
\text{RTT}_{OP} = \frac{\sum_{i,t} (M_{OP}(A_i,t)/M_{\text{best}}(A_i,t))}{\text{Numvalid}(t)}
\]

The sum is over all \( t \) when transfer occur from all ISP in th network to \( A_i \). \( \text{Numvalid}(t) \) is the number of such instances. We compute throughput benefits as

\[
\text{Thru}_{OP} = \frac{\sum_{i,t} (M_{\text{best}}(A_i,t)/M_{OP}(A_i,t))}{\text{Numvalid}(t)}
\]

5.5 Load Sharing From ISP To Customer Using
Attributes
The provider splits traffic across 2 links according to prefix. Here we tried to implement this strategy using attributes. In which customer sets MEDs and the provider sets LOCAL_PREF.

5.6 Load Sharing From Customer To ISP Using Policy
This can be done by sending traffic to ISP’s customers on one link and to the rest of the Internet on 2nd link [10]. But this will be implemented only by using policy to control announcements.
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Fig 7: Load Sharing from customer to ISP

5.7 Round-Trip Time Performance
All-pairs HTTP transfers every 6min it record HTTP-level RTT. We compute delays of best direct and overlay paths. Generally overlay paths could have many hops. So overlay paths superset of multihoming paths.

Fig 8: Turn around time

5.8 Throughput Performance
All-pairs transfers at a rate of 1MB/18Min. Based on this we record throughput and compare best overlay and direct throughputs. Combine per-hop throughputs (like Detour does) There function is based on a combination of Pessimistic and optimistic functions[11]. We have to consider one-hop overlay.

VI. Security
An AS is highly vulnerable to false information in BGP updates. Hence, an ISP may wish to exercise defensive programming to protect itself against attacks. Several mechanisms are implemented for security. Of these some mechanisms are discussed.

6.0 Discarding Invalid Routes (By Import Filtering)
**Purpose**: ISPs wish protect their customers from learning invalid routes.
**Mechanism**: checks to ensure update contents are valid before propagating them internally; ISPs can also perform certain sanity checks on the AS path.

6.1 Protect Integrity Of Routing Polices (By Rewriting Attributes)
**Purpose**: An ISP may want to prevent a neighbouring AS from having undue influence over its routing decisions, in violation of their peering agreement.
**Mechanism**: ISP can configure the import policy to delete attributes or overwrite them with the expected values.
6.2 Securing The Network Infrastructure (By Export Filtering)

**Purpose**: An ISP may wish to prevent external entities from accessing certain internal resources.

**Mechanism**: configuring its export policies that filter BGP advertisements. Eg: filtering the IP addresses used to number the router interfaces.

6.3 Blocking Denial-Of-Service Attacks (By Filtering And Damping)

**Problem background**: Denial-of-service attacks can degrade service by overloading the routers with extra BGP update messages or consuming excessive amounts of link bandwidth.

**Mechanism**: ISP can configure each BGP session with a maximum acceptable number of prefixes, tearing down the session when the limit is exceeded.

VII. Future Enhancement

In future we can enhance the project with more techniques as per discussed in our base paper. We can also employ this method through wireless sensor network.

VIII. Conclusion

Finally, to quantify the performance improvements from route control and evaluate practical mechanisms and policies we implemented some best of methods in practice. The most current sample of the performance to a destination via a given ISP is a reasonably good estimator of the near-term performance to the destination. We show that the overhead of collecting and managing performance information for various destinations is negligible. The RTT and throughput improvement results good when comparing to the existing system. This paper will describe our enterprise multihoming solution and the various strategies for estimating ISP performance and for route control. The experimental set-up and results from our evaluation of the solution. Since our test bed nodes are part of a production infrastructure, we limit the frequencies of all-pairs measurements. To ensure that all active probes between pairs of nodes observe similar network conditions, we scheduled them to occur within 30s of each other for the RTT data set, and within a 2 mins of each other for the throughput data set. We show that both passive and active measurement-based techniques are equally effective and could improve the Web response times of enterprise networks by up to 25% on average, compared to using a single ISP. We also showed that the performance penalty from collecting and managing performance data across various destinations is negligible.
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